is the interior of the right half of the Cassini's curve |w 2 -1| = c and in the special case c = 1 this curve is the Bernoulli's lemniscate; see [5] , pp. 231-235.
X2 -vT+c, β = iarcsinc.
In this paper we investigate some properties of this class of functions. It is easy to see that the functions from the class S*(q c ) are strongly starlike functions of order ^arcsinc hence they are univalent.
Structural formula for the class S*(q c )
Let V denote the class of holomorphic functions ρ with the normalization p(0) = 1, having positive real part in the unit disc A. Let 
A geometric interpretation of functions in S*(q c )
We will need the following lemma due to O.A.Busovskaya [1] . 
gives some external geometric characterization of the functions from the class S*(qi). Each function from the class <S*(a) has the well-known geometric property of the class of starlike functions 5*(1) but more precisely geometric characterization of S*(a) is unknown as yet, so the following corollary may be improved in the future. We note that Theorem 5.1 is an extension of the theorem of J. Sokól, J. Stankiewicz [8] .
